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1. Introduction*
“Research on semantic change has gained considerable momentum from the idea that pragmatic factors are a driving force in the process” (Hansen and Visconti 2009,1). Hansen and Visconti point to the seminal role of Grice’s much-quoted remark (1989[1975], 39) “it may not be impossible for what starts life, so to speak, as a conversational implicature to become conventionalized” in work on semantic change. They highlight four issues in semantic change: i) the role of pragmatic inferencing, ii) the role of speakers and hearers, iii) contexts for change, and iv) the nature of subjectification. While all these issues have remained central to studies of historical semantics/pragmatics in the last decade, how best to conceptualize pragmatic inferencing and context continues to be a topic of extensive further debate. I outline some aspects of this work that seem likely to engage future researchers, and also mention the burgeoning interest in quantifying contextual shifts associated with change.

I take historical pragmatics to be the study of the linguistic contextual features that may lead to change, both semantic and morphosyntactic. My focus is on current cognitively oriented strands of research and on language-internal evidence for pragmatic factors that by hypothesis enable change. I assume that language-internal pragmatic processes are universal and do not themselves change. What changes is the extent to which they are activated at different times and in different contexts and the extent to which they shape change.

I begin with discussion of work on the role of pragmatic inferencing in semantic change (section 2). Section 3 introduces recent quantitative work, and section 4 concludes with pointers toward possible future studies. Most examples are from English, but there has been extensive investigation of historical pragmatics in other Indo-European languages, and in Japanese (e.g. Onodera, Suzuki 2007).

2. Pragmatic inferencing
Current trends in work on the role of pragmatic inferencing have grown out of a long history of thinking about semantics that goes back to Greek and Roman times. In the mid-20th century the topic of the interface between semantics and pragmatics was taken up largely by ordinary language philosophers, of whom Grice (1989[1975]) was the most influential in historical research. In section 2.1 I mention a few of the works that have fueled debate over the last forty years or so. Section 2.2 homes in on topics raised in the last two decades that are likely to be actively pursued in the future.

2.1. Some early contributors to current work
Working in the cognitive framework being developed by Fillmore (e.g. 1971) and Langacker (e.g. 1987), among many others, Traugott (1982) attempted to identify “semantic-pragmatic” aspects of the proposed unidirectionality of grammaticalization. She hypothesized a tendency for meanings to shift from the propositional component of a grammar to the textual and expressive components, rather than vice versa. Shortly after, in a highly influential paper Horn (1984) drew on Grice’s (1989[1975]) Maxims, Prioritizing those Maxims that characterize Speaker’s and hearer’s economy, especially Relation and Quantity, Horn distinguished (p. 13):

1 A Hearer-based Q-principle: Make your contribution sufficient: Say as much as you can (based on Grice’s Quantity1)
2 A Speaker-based R principle: Make your contribution necessary: Say no more than you must (given Q) (based on Grice’s Quantity2, Relation, and Manner)

* Many thanks to Marina Terkourafi and two anonymous reviewers for very helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper.
1 This draws on Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) functional-semantic model.
Post-Gricean concepts of pragmatic strengthening and informativeness, such as are proposed in Horn’s R-Principle and Levinson’s (2000: 37) I-Principle for the speaker: “Do not make your contribution more informative than is required” (italics original) informed a model of “Invited Inferencing” discussed in Traugott and Dasher (2002). Details of this model and challenges to it can be found in Traugott (2012).

In the first book devoted to historical pragmatics, Jucker (1995) laid the foundations of the field, distinguishing what came to be known as “diachronic macro-pragmatics”, the study of factors such as the physical and social setting of text production and “diachronic micro-pragmatics”, the study of largely language-internal factors in change.¹ In the investigation of language-internal factors in pragmatic-semantic change that are the focus of this paper, key notions are: i) the link between loss of contentful meaning (‘bleaching’) and concomitant pragmatic enrichment (Sweetser 1988), ii) the importance of speakers and hearers in change, and iii) the crucial role of linguistic context (also known as “co-text”, see Brown and Yule 1983).

2.2 Contributions in the last two decades
The concepts mentioned above have inspired a large body of cognitively-oriented studies of the role of pragmatics in the development of expressions such as degree modifiers (e.g. a heap of) (Brems 2012), discourse structuring markers (e.g. by the way) (Traugott Forthcoming), progressive BE Ving (Pétré 2016) and many other grammatical expressions in several languages. Much of this work seeks to understand the interaction of pragmatics and morphosyntax in change, especially grammaticalization. The R-principle and I-heuristic are hypothesized to encourage the hearer to select the best interpretation in the linguistic context. This may involve inferring an implicated meaning that is not part of the coded meaning but is nevertheless compatible with it. Over time, if inferences are replicated, they may become coded (a semantic change), and the inferential process may be short-circuited. For example, in some contexts such as plural or collective complements (e.g. I bought a lot of clothes of the shopman), there may be an inference from a lot of ‘a set of’ (for sale) to large quantity. Replication of such uses presumably led to association primarily with quantity, and then extension to complements such as room, which refer to entities that are neither collective/plural nor for sale (Brems 2012, 212).

Approaches to pragmatic inferencing in change have for the most part been informal (Eckardt 2006 is a notable exception), and the term “inference” is preferred over the logical “implicateur”. In early work the role of pragmatic inferencing was conceptualized as arising through metonymic associations in the syntactic flow of speech or writing, and as enabling both grammaticalization (e.g. Traugott and König 1991) and lexical change such as the development of both positive and negative interpretations of sanction (Traugott and Dasher 2002: 53-54).³ The role of inferencing as a metonymic process that unfolds in language use continues to dominate research on pragmatic factors in language-internal change.⁴ Because speakers are hypothesized to play a significant role in this process, inviting hearers to enrich interpretations, the hypothesis was named the Invited Inferencing Theory of Semantic Change (IITSC). Ambiguous contexts, which have come to be known as “bridging” contexts (Evans and Wilkins 2000), have been considered key to the transition from one meaning to another via pragmatic inferencing in grammaticalization (e.g. Diewald 2002, Heine 2002). However, the role of ambiguous contexts, which allow two or more distinct interpretations in linguistic change has been problematized. De Smet (2014) has challenged the enabling role of ambiguity in syntactic change because it presupposes that a second interpretation already exists. Denison (2017) makes a similar argument for pragmatic-semantic change. Noting that ambiguity presupposes a choice on the speaker/writer’s part, and that ambiguity “is often the result of change” rather than its enabler (p. 318, italics original), Denison argues that initially many contexts are in some respects underdetermined and therefore vague rather than ambiguous. This allows for the addressee/reader to make interpretations compatible with but not identical with the older meaning.

¹ See also Jucker and Taavitsainen (2010).
² Briefly, the lexical item sanction, borrowed in the 15thC from French as a noun meaning ‘decree’, was used as a verb in the 18thC with extended meanings of ‘approve’ and in the 20th for ‘impose penalty on’, both derived by inference from the original legal meaning but in different contexts.
³ Briefly, the lexical item sanction, borrowed in the 15thC from French as a noun meaning ‘decree’, was used as a verb in the 18thC with extended meanings of ‘approve’ and in the 20th for ‘impose penalty on’, both derived by inference from the original legal meaning but in different contexts.
⁴ Eckardt (2006, 238), however, regards the notion of metonymy to be overextended and thereby weakened.
The question of what roles ambiguity and vagueness may have in semantic change, and how to distinguish them in historical texts, is likely to continue to be a topic of future studies.

The linguistic contexts identified for pragmatic inferences are often relatively local, typically the clause, e.g., an expression such as a lot of was studied within the immediate context of the phrase or the clause within which it was used. Recently there has been a gradual push toward exploring relatively wider contexts including complex clauses (Petré 2016), conversational interaction (Waltereit 2002), discourse traditions (Pons 2006), and typological shifts that are ongoing in the language as a whole (Schmid 2016). Future research on historical pragmatics is likely to draw extensively on these larger contexts.

A recurrent theme in work on larger contexts is some aspect of discourse structuring. For example, Petré (2016, 50) suggests that a significant factor enabling the development of BE Ving as a progressive (e.g. She was walking toward me) was “changing textual structure in late Middle English”. During this period profile shifts led to the use of adverbial clauses to mark background information in subordinate clauses. This provided the syntactic niche for the development of focalized, progressive semantics (Ibid.).

In a different vein, discussing the question why similar pragmatic-semantic evolution may recur across languages, Hansen (2018) investigates the renewal of proximal-deictic temporal adverbs from Latin to Romance. Latin nunc, French or, and maintenant all originally meant ‘now’ and, like English now, came to be used for metatextual discourse structuring purposes. Hansen adopts the concept of cyclicity from grammaticalization research, where the so-called ‘Jespersen cycle’ of negation renewal has been a topic of intense study in morphosyntax (van der Auwera 2011 provides a summary). She suggests there may be semantic-pragmatic cycles as well. Each individual change is tracked semasiologically (form is treated as relatively constant, while meaning change is highlighted), but together the set of outcomes form an onomasiological paradigm (meaning is treated as relatively constant, but form is derived from different sources and therefore differs). Hansen argues that such cycles occur because “source items that are semantically similar will favor similar types of contextual inferences” (2018, 128). However, the outcomes of change may differ because differing processing instructions and interpretations may apply. Conceptualizing “linguistic meanings as processing instructions”, Hansen (2008, 20-25) argues that such instructions can be viewed as “‘traces of the speaker’s cognitive activity’, such as inviting the hearer to construct a mental representation of the truth value of what is said, or social relationships between the interlocutors. These instructions may conflict, even though they are constrained by general principles of utterance interpretation (Hansen 2008, 25).

Another thread of work concerned with recurring change in discursive contexts is the development of contrastive, adversative meanings. For example, Beeching (2009) accounts for why and how concessive meanings arise and tend to be extended to boosting degree modifiers and to hedges, as in the case of French quand même, German aber, and final but in English. Although these have different origins and are used in different positions in utterances, the underlying motivation for the recruitment of such usages is, Beeching suggests, universal, arising from both argumentation building and social interactional exigencies related to questions of politeness and face. This motivation is argued to be the rhetorical figure procatalepsis, which allows a speaker to concede certain arguments and thereby strengthen the main argument. For example, quand même originated in quand ‘when’ + mesme ‘even’. By the 17th century it had been frozen and was used exclusively as a coordinating conjunction meaning ‘although’ introducing a clause in the conditional tense. By the 20th century it came to be used primarily as an adverb (cf. all the same) which retains the adversative meaning but is typically used in conversation to concede an argument in order to pre-empt the addressee’s anticipated objection. It can therefore now function as a hedge.

Among possible discursive factors in pragmatic-semantic change that have recently received attention is turn-taking, where negotiation of meaning is of paramount importance. For example, Detges and Waltereit (2011) hypothesize that Italian guarda ‘look’ in its discourse marking, attention-getting sense arose in turn-taking, especially floor-seeking contexts. Traugott (2018) draws on proposals to address the role of pragmatics in the development of discourse-structuring markers and suggests that a single pragmatic

---

5 For the semasiology-onomasiology distinction, see Grondelaers et al. (2007).
factor is unlikely to enable change. Rather, a multidimensional approach to pragmatic motivations for change is needed that pays attention to local inferences associated with particular expressions, discourse structuring and interaction. She shows that look, the equivalent in English of Italian guardai, did not originate in turn-taking. Drawing on Brinton (2008), Traugott argues that in Old English locian ‘to direct one’s sight’ invites a local inference of active watchfulness that may derive from use with directional phrases. Use of attention-getter look expressions\(^6\) originated in Old English when imperative loc- ‘look’ was extended to complementation contexts. Here loc- is a cognitive verb of understanding ‘look to it that/consider how/pay attention to how’ and the complement is an abstract idea, not something that can be seen. A second step was a profile shift in the 14th century resulting from the non-use of the complementizer that. Brinton hypothesizes that this minimized the distinction between main clause look and the following subordinate clause, enabling the inference that the point of the utterance was the content of the following clause. In this context, look could be interpreted as having a topic-introducing function that draws attention to redirection of the topic in the upcoming segment. Traugott notes that there is no textual evidence that turn-taking uses initially enabled the development. Rather, it was enabled by use as a verb of cognition (derived by local inferencing) and later by non-use of the complementizer (activating more global changes in information structuring). Use in turn-taking appears to have been a final stage.

Most of the work mentioned above assumes, with Grice, that interlocutors are cooperative. Speakers attempt to be clear, and hearers attempt to interpret cooperatively in the sense that they use the Gricean Maxims to interpret what is said. Hearers/readers do not always interpret correctly what the speaker/writer intended, but they approximate as best they can. This is one of the reasons for the minute steps usually found in change over time. However, it is obvious that cooperation does not always occur, even in Grice’s narrow sense, and recently different types of non-cooperation have come to be of interest (Terkourafi 2008). In research drawing on presupposition accommodation theory (cf. von Fintel 2000), failure of interlocutors to cooperate and update common ground has been adduced as a reason for semantic-pragmatic change. Focusing on failure of presupposition accommodation because hearers are unable or unwilling to accommodate presuppositions, Schwenter and Waltereit (2010) hypothesize that the rise of contrastive refutational too from additive too, as in He was too in the army (1936), or likewise of refutational Spanish tampoco from an earlier additive ‘either’ meaning, can best be accounted for in terms of hearers overriding presuppositions conventionally associated with an expression in interactional, argumentative discourse. The role of non-cooperation as well as cooperation in discourse management is a factor that needs to be considered in future work on the extent to which pragmatic inferencing enables change.

3. The quantitative turn in historical pragmatics

Much recent work in historical pragmatics has been made possible by the availability of increasingly large electronically searchable data bases. As in linguistics in general, there has been a quantitative turn and there has been a trend to investigate the role of frequency in promoting inferential changes. Petré, for example, supports his hypothesis about the role of backdating in the development of the BE Ving progressive with extensive evidence of “the complex and dynamic nature of the role played by frequency” (2016, 51) in the emergence of backdated subordination as the locus for the development of BE Ving progressive meaning.

The merging of work on pragmatics, understood as the study of language in use, and corpus linguistics recently led to the founding of the journal Corpus Pragmatics, which the editor describes as “the science that describes language use in real contexts through corpora” (Romero-Trillo 2017, 1). To date the journal has presented mainly synchronic analyses, but the historical dimension is provided by Jucker (2018) on apologies in represented speech in the fiction component of COHA. In this paper two methods were used: retrieval of apologies through their typical illocutionary use (e.g., sorry, excuse, pardon) and retrieval of explicit mention of apologies. The main finding is that use of apologies, especially in the form of sorry, has expanded exponentially, perhaps because “what used to be a heart-felt expression of regret … has in many cases turned into a conventionalized phrase with little meaning” (p. 24). Given the nature of corpus

\(^6\) In earlier English these expressions are look ye/you, look here. Bare look was not conventionalized as an attention-getting discourse marker until the 20th century (Brinton 2008).
studies, attention has shifted from questions about cognitive production and processing to questions about what the data show regarding changes in frequency and context. This is a promising avenue for further work on historical pragmatics. It has the potential for elucidating the textual historical underpinnings of synchronic pragmatic variation such as is discussed in Aijmer’s (2013) study of pragmatic markers like well, in fact, actually and extenders like and things in ICE-GB and other contemporary corpora of English conversation.

Multivariate cluster analysis has been used in historical studies to identify which factors are relevant in a particular change, and in what temporal stages change they took place (e.g. Gries and Hilpert 2010). Shao et al. (Forthcoming), bring multivariate analysis to the development of a bunch of as evidenced in COHA. In this corpus a bunch of was initially used with nouns referring to plants (with which it may still have meant ‘bundle’) and objects, and with neutral evaluative pragmatics. From the 1830s to the 1970s it is increasingly used as a quantifier (‘a large quantity of’) to convey negative evaluation when the noun complement is human especially in fiction (e.g. The undergraduate males are a bunch of donkeys, 1993). From the 1970s on about 50% of the examples can be interpreted as negative evaluations, based on the semantics of the Noun complement or “the semantic prosody of the construction as a whole”.

A recurrent question is whether frequency causes change. Since it is as yet unknown exactly what factors affect what speakers choose to replicate, it seems best to adopt Bybee’s (2010, 50) position that increase in token frequency “does not mean that frequency CAUSES phonetic reduction, or meaning change, only that repetition is an important factor in the implementation of these changes”.

4. Conclusion and further prospects

My emphasis in this paper has been on research on historical pragmatics that privileges cognitively oriented approaches to interpreting meaning in discursive contexts. As Bybee (2010, 171) says, “[p]ragmatic inference allows new meaning to become associated with a construction. Such new meanings derive from the context…”. I have highlighted linguistic textual context, which may be conceptualized as negotiation of meaning in developing an argument or in turn-taking. Investigation of linguistic context can also inform and be informed by work on social contexts for change. For example, Archer and Culpeper (2009, 287) advocate a “sociophilological approach” that explores how “the co-text, the genre, social situation and/or the culture, shape the functions and forms of language taking place within them”, see also e.g. Mazzon (2016), Schmid (2016), Archer (2017). This trend is likely to continue.

Research on historical pragmatics has been multidisciplinary from the beginning. Initially influences were from philosophy (cf. Grice). In recent years there has been great interest in bringing historical linguistics and psycholinguistics together, e.g. Hundt et al. (2017). In a programmatic paper discussing experimental approaches to pragmatics, Grossman and Noveck (2015) mention tests that have been or could be done to test several of the hypotheses put forward about inferencing, including failure of presupposition accommodation. Their focus is on processing ease or difficulty. Experimental studies testing hypotheses about change are an area of work that is likely to expand. However, as is recognized by practitioners, most experimental settings are too artificial to directly test language change in use.

As pointed out in section 1, I have assumed that pragmatic processes are universal and do not change. This view has been supported by findings that suggest that “Inferential changes are cross-linguistically quite similar” (Bybee 2010, 171; see also Hansen 2018). The assumption that pragmatic (and other) cognitive processes are stable across time is based on the Uniformitarian Principle that “the linguistic processes taking place around us are the same as those that have operated to produce the historical record” (Labov 1972, 101). The Principle has served as a useful tool for constraining analysis. It is foundational for experimental tests of hypotheses about change. However, the question has been raised whether some types of changes, e.g. those associated with speech acts indexing politeness, may be more subject to cultural changes than to changes in linguistic contexts (Taavitsainen and Jucker 2008, 4). There is a debate about whether as researchers we can indeed legitimately project current processes of production and perception onto language users of the past (Bergs and Hoffmann 2017). Since the brain is

---

7 In ft. 5, Shao et al. (Forthcoming) cite Louw’s (1993,157) definition of semantic prosody as an attitudinal, primarily pragmatic “consistent aura of meaning with which a form is imbued by its collocates.”
plastic, it seems not implausible that speakers several hundred years ago, who lived in small communities, often with little or no literacy, may have used processes of production and perception of meaning somewhat different from those of twenty-first century speakers who live in a digital world. To date, however, not enough is known about the genomics of brain evolution on such a small time-scale as the ~5000 years of textual record to validate or invalidate the Uniformitarian Principle when investigating language evolution.\(^8\) The Principle is a useful heuristic that deserves to be maintained while recognizing that there is likely to be much to learn in the not too distant future from ongoing evolutionary studies such as are discussed in Reich (2018).
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